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Abstract

Mesh adaptation plays a critical role in balancing computational efficiency
and numerical accuracy. Three types of mesh adaptation techniques exist
today, namely, mesh improvement, mesh refinement and mesh simplification,
and, for each of these, several algorithms have been proposed. Current mesh
adaptation algorithms yield acceptable geometric mesh quality, but provide
limited control over topological quality.

In this paper, we introduce a unified algorithm for all three types of
mesh adaptation, specifically for quadrilateral meshes. The algorithm builds
upon the Minimum Singularity Templates (MST) proposed by the authors
for improving the topological quality of a quadrilateral mesh. The MST is
extended here to define the concept of an αMST where a single parameter
α controls mesh adaptation: α = 1 for mesh improvement, α > 1 for mesh
refinement, and α < 1 for mesh simplification. The proposed algorithm
generates a mesh that is adapted to user requirements of high geometric and
topological qualities. Further, it is non-hierarchical and stateless, and yet it
provides an arbitrary level of mesh adaptation. Finally, since cyclic chords
can play an important role in quadrilateral mesh adaptation, we provide a
simple constructive algorithm to insert such chords using αMST.

The proposed αMST templates can also be used to improve surface quadri-
lateral meshes using conformal mapping of surface charts. Furthermore, ro-
tating the templates in the direction of cross-fields allows mesh edges to align
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along curvature lines. The proposed 3D generalization is fast, scalable, and
inexpensive while improving alignment, shape, size, and sparsely placing the
singularities. Several examples (both in 2D/3D) are presented that demon-
strate the robustness, efficiency, and versatility of the proposed concept and
algorithm.

Keywords: Quadrilateral mesh generation, Singularities, Quad templates.

1. Introduction

Since inception, automatic mesh generating algorithms have been contin-
uously evolving to meet engineering (for example, see the surveys by Bommes
[3] and Owen [25]). These algorithms typically accept user’s requirements at
a high level of abstraction, and produce a mesh with high geometric fidelity
for simulation. These mesh generators have greatly simplified finite element
simulations. The complete automation provided by these methods signifi-
cantly reduce the most time-consuming phase of simulation, i.e. preparing
a model from the underlying geometry. However, many simulation problems
are dynamic in nature, i.e., to balance computational efficiency and numer-
ical accuracy, even a high-quality mesh must be adapted. For example, in
hypersonic flow simulation, the mesh must be refined near shock-waves, while
in structural analysis, meshes must similarly be refined, and the quality im-
proved near stress raisers; these critical regions are typically not known a
priori. A naive and inefficient strategy would be to refine and improve the
quality of the mesh everywhere, but this is impractical. It will lead to finite
element models with large degrees of freedom, slowing down the simulation.
Instead, meshes must be refined and improved in critical regions and coars-
ened elsewhere, a process called mesh adaptation. Mesh adaptation ensures
a balance between computational efficiency and numerical accuracy.

Similar to mesh generation, for mesh adaptation to be effective, it must
be fully automated, efficient, and versatile. Several such adaptation strate-
gies have been proposed for both simplicial (triangular and tetrahedral) and
non-simplicial (quadrilateral and hexahedral) meshes; the latter being signif-
icantly more challenging [1]. The focus of this paper is on quadrilateral mesh
adaptation.

Once one or more regions have been identified within a mesh for adap-
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tation, the overall goal is to improve, refine, or coarsen the mesh in these
regions while respecting both geometric and topological quality constraints.
Geometric quality constraints include aspect ratio, skew, distortion, shear,
etc.; current adaptation strategies are typically capable of respecting such
geometric constraints. The topological quality, on the other hand, is deter-
mined by the number of nodal singularities in the mesh; for a quadrilateral
mesh, a mesh node is regular if it has four incident edges, otherwise it is
singular (or irregular). Existing mesh adaptation strategies provide limited
control over topological quality since it is considered hard to optimize and
manipulate topology of a quad mesh, resulting in a large number of sin-
gularities. Excessive singularities can, unfortunately lead to (1) numerical
instability in CFD applications [34], (2) wrinkles in subdivision surfaces [16],
(3) irrecoverable element inversions near concave boundaries, (4) helical pat-
terns [2], (5) produce visible seams in texture maps, and (6) breakdown of
structured patterns on manifolds.

A second limitation of current mesh adaptation strategies is that they are
specific to the type of mesh adaptation, i.e., different strategies are needed
for mesh improvement, mesh refinement, and mesh simplification, and several
such strategies must be combined in practice.

In this paper, we describe a unified and robust algorithm for quadrilateral
mesh adaptation, with control over both geometric and topological qualities.
The algorithm is based on the Minimum Singularity Templates (MST) pro-
posed in [36]. While the MST was used to remove singularities in a mesh,
it is extended here to define the concept of αMST where a single parameter
α controls mesh adaptation: α = 1 for mesh improvement, α > 1 for mesh
refinement, and α < 1 for mesh simplification. A second salient feature of
the proposed algorithm is that it is non-hierarchical and stateless, making it
easy to implement.

The proposed method can be easily extended to 3D surfaces using classical
parameterization techniques. This can be further improved if mesh edges are
aligned in the direction of curvature. We do this by rotating the templates
in the direction of the curvature. By aligning a large number of quadrilateral
elements in each patch in the dominating direction, we gain a significant
improvement in the algorithm efficiency. We demonstrate that in many cases
our local approach produces result similar to some of the global methods
which are usually expensive.
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2. Basic Definitions and Proposition

In this paper, we use standard meshing terminology. However, for clarity
of exposition, we reiterate few of them.

Definition 1. The valence of a vertex vi is the number of edges incident on it.
A vertex with ”n” valence is denoted by Vn. An internal vertex with valence
4 is considered regular, otherwise it is an irregular or a singular vertex. An
internal vertex with valence 2 is called a doublet.

In this paper, we consider only V3 and V5 singular nodes as all other high
valence nodes can be converted into V3 and V5 nodes using standard atomic
face open or face close operation [1].

Definition 2. A patch is a sub-mesh with disc topology (Figure 1). Further-
more, we assume that the boundary nodes of the patch are ordered counter-
clockwise. We designate a set of boundary nodes N ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6} of the patch
as corner nodes, and call the patch as N-sided patch. A side of the patch is
defined as the mesh boundary between two consecutive corner nodes (Figure
2).

Figure 1: Shaded quadrilateral elements define a patch.
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Definition 3. A chord in a quadrilateral mesh is a set of quadrilateral el-
ements formed by traversing opposite edges of a quadrilateral starting from
any edge. There are two types of chords in a topologically valid quadrilateral
mesh:

1. Boundary Chord: A chord which contains two boundary edges is called
a boundary chord. In fact, in any topological valid quadrilateral mesh,
any chord starting from a boundary edge must end at some other bound-
ary edge (Figure 3a).

2. Cyclic Chord: If starting from an internal edge, traversal completes
with the starting edge, then such a chord is called a cyclic chord (Figure
3b).

(a) A 3-sided patch. (b) A 4-sided patch. (c) A 5-sided
patch.

Figure 2: Examples of 3-5 and 5 sided patches.

(a) Boundary Chord. (b) Cyclic Chord.

Figure 3: Chords in a quadrilateral mesh.
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Definition 4. Let S be a smooth, orientable surface embedded in R3 and let
TpS be the tangent plane at any point p on the surface. A cross-field fp at
the point p is defined as any cyclic set of four vectors (u, u⊥,−u,−u⊥) on
TpS such that |u| = 1 (Figure 4)

Figure 4: On a 3D surface each point is assigned four cyclic vectors.

3. Related Work

Mesh adaptation has been extensively studied since the beginning of mesh
generation. Since this paper unifies all three adaptation techniques, i.e. im-
provement, refinement, and simplification, we cover all of them in this brief
survey.

• Mesh improvement: A high-quality mesh is characterized by both
geometric and topological qualities. Geometric qualities include ele-
ment aspect ratio, area, min/max angle, etc. A complete list of various
quality metrics is provided in the Verdict [27] software, and a thorough
analysis of various metrics is presented by Shewchuck [32]. In geometric
improvement, mesh nodes are repositioned to locations which optimize
user-specified objective functions. Since the literature on mesh geomet-
ric optimization is vast, we refer the reader to Mesquite [6].
For topological quality, we consider the degree of each node, and topo-
logical improvements involve modifying edges (through swapping, col-
lapsing etc.) so that a mesh achieves a higher topological quality. In
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[36], we proposed an algorithm based on Minimum Singularity Tem-
plate (MST) to reduce the number of singularities in a quad mesh in
localized regions, while maintaining geometric quality. Figure 5a il-
lustrates an example of a quadrilateral mesh with a large number of
singularities; after applying the standard MST algorithm, a mesh with
significantly fewer singularities is obtained (Figure 5b). Although MST
is effective in reducing singularities, both the number and placements
of singularities may be sub-optimal. A significantly improved patch
obtained with the method proposed in this paper is shown in Figure
5c.

(a) Input model. (b) MST result. (c) Ideal placement.

Figure 5: With the standard MST, quad mesh improvement is sub-optimal.

• Mesh refinement: Mesh refinement involves adding new elements in
specified regions. As shown in Figure 6 a quadrilateral element can be
refined into any number of smaller quadrilateral elements using recur-
sion, but such a subdivision will always lead to additional singularities
unless the boundary is also refined (the latter is not preferred in gen-
eral). Schneider [31] proposed 2-refinement and 3-refinement templates
as shown in Figure 7; an improved version was proposed by Garmella
[15]. These templates are applied to the elements identified (grey el-
ements in Figure 7) and tagged for refinement. In order to keep the
mesh consistent, neighbouring elements must also be refined; and to
avoid refining the entire mesh, singularities are inserted as illustrated.
Although these templates lead to high geometric quality, they are hi-
erarchical and produce many singularities in the region adjacent to the
selected regions. In addition, application of some of these templates
may create unstable refinement [31].
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Figure 6: Local refinement of a quadrilateral element.

Figure 7: Schneider’s templates can not refine arbitrarily without producing large number
of singularities (Schneider [31]).

• Mesh simplification: Simplification involves deletion of elements un-
til a prescribed threshold is achieved. For a quadrilateral mesh, sim-
plification is far more challenging than improvement and refinement.
For mesh simplification, many local operations such as quad-close [21],
quad-collapse [9], edge split, vertex rotation [35], edge-flips, and quad-
vertex merge [10] have been developed. Unfortunately, all of these oper-
ations increase singularities when applied to a patch containing a single
singularity. To be effective, these operations must be applied to large
regions [5], or a higher level structure within a quad mesh. Poly-chord
is one of the structures, which has been exploited for quad simplifica-
tion. In a poly-chord collapse, an entire line of quads within a chord is
removed [4] (see Figure 8). Staten et.al. [11] showed that removal of
cyclic chords produces localized coarsening. They also showed a way
to create cyclic chords by stitching partial chords using local operation.
Dewey et.al [11] later developed coarsening rings (within the coarsen-
ing region) and simplified the mesh by collapsing them. Although, it is
simple to extract poly-chords passing through a region, applying them
for the simplifications is usually non-trivial since: (1) a poly-chord en-
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capsulates global structure and it can be arbitrarily complex; it can be
self-touching, self-intersecting, and can span significant number of ele-
ments of the mesh, (2) if there are multitude of chords passing through
a region, each one must be incrementally extracted and collapsed, (3)
since a chord can extend beyond the localized region, it must be split
into smaller independent parts, and (4) collapsing a chord may increase
the degree of some nodes, therefore, local face-open operations must be
applied after the chord operation.

Figure 8: Quad simplification using chord removal (Anderson [1]).

To the best of our knowledge, only Tarini et.al [35] considered all three
adaptation techniques in their work. They defined three kinds of local
operations: coarsening operations, to simplify the mesh; optimizing op-
erations, which change local connectivity without affecting the number
of elements; and cleaning operation, which resolve invalid configuration.
Similarly, Kinney [21] provided a large number of templates (more than
1000) for quadmesh clean-up.

3.1. Tools to adapt 3D quadrilateral meshes

Using well-known tools, we can extend the method proposed here to adapt
a quadrilateral mesh on 3D surfaces. For completeness, we briefly review
these tools:

• Surface Parameterization: The parameterization of a surface in-
volves bijective mapping between a 3D surface patch and a suitable 2D
planar patch. Parameterization has been extensively studied in pure
mathematics and computer graphics. We refer users to the comprehen-
sive survey by Floater et al. [14]. In this paper, we have specifically
used implementation of Low Stretched Parameterization from [37] and
Least Square Conformal Parametrization from [22].
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• Mesh Clustering: Mesh Clustering (or Mesh Partitioning) is an al-
gorithm that partitions the faces of a mesh into non-overlapping and
simply connected regions; see [13, 7]; many high-quality open-source
libraries are available for mesh partitioning (examples: Metis[20], spec-
tral clustering [33] etc.). The quality of the decomposition, however,
is often application dependent, and these libraries allow users to de-
fine objective criteria such as roundness, planarity etc. In this paper,
we use Metis software and iterative face clustering algorithm [19] to
decompose a 3D surface mesh.
• Cross Fields: Many complex models can be effectively illustrated

through non-photorealistic rendering method. For this reason, cross-
fields were developed by Hertzmann and Zorin [17]. Symmetric vector
fields on surfaces were developed by Palacious and Zhang [26] and they
are known as N-RoSy fields. Crane etc [8] developed a method to evolve
surfaces with directional control using a number of user defined singu-
larities. Conjugate cross-fields [24] were developed to design planar
quadrilateral meshes over architectural shapes. We shall rely on cross
fields to orient the quad mesh on 3D surfaces.

4. Synopsis and Contributions

In this paper, we are proposing a method to adapt a quadrilateral mesh
in specified regions. Typically, these regions are automatically identified and
then tagged for refinement, simplification, or improvement. We also assume
that these regions are disjoint, almost convex [23] and have disk topology.
We refer to such a region as a Patch. Figure 9a shows one synthetic example
of a patch. Observe that the input mesh has a large number of singularities.
In addition, we also provide a single parameter α which controls the expected
number of quad elements in the region. A value of α = 2.0 indicates that the
user expects double the number of elements in the patch after adaptation.
Our proposed method adapts a patch with few singularities while maintaining
high geometric quality. Figure 9 shows all three examples of mesh adaptation.
While there are many approaches for each of these tasks, we will show that
all these can be done very efficiently with one unified algorithm i.e. αMST.
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(a) Input mesh (b) Improvement α = 1.0

(c) Refinement α = 1.2 (d) Simplification α = 0.80

Figure 9: In α MST a single operation can perform improvement, refinement, and simpli-
fication.

5. Minimum Singularity Templates

In this section, we briefly describe our previous work [36] on the Minimum
Singularity Templates (MST) and present the idea behind αMST templates.

The MSTs rely on the following four theoretical results from Combinato-
rial Topology:

(I) Every topological disk, with even number of boundary segments admits
a quadrilateral mesh.

(II) Every polygon with k-sides has at-least |k − 4| singularities [30].
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(III) A single singularity cannot be moved, or removed from a quadrilateral
mesh [28]

(IV) The minimum number of singularities in a domain is decided by its Euler
characteristic, and it is invariant with respect to the geometric shape.

Statement II implies that 3-sided and 5-sided patches will always have at-
least one interior singularity, and only a 4-sided patch can have zero interior
singularity. Statement III implies that singularity modification requires at
least two singularities. Statement IV places restriction on minimum number
of singularities in a model. Based on these results, we presented a construc-
tive algorithm [36] to generate low singularities templates for 3, 4, 5, and 6
sided polygons. These templates are called Minimum Singularity Templates
(MST). We refer readers to [36] for the complete analysis and procedure for
applying these templates on any quadrilateral mesh.

5.1. Genesis of αMST

The standard MSTs are very effective in reducing singularities in a given
patch (Figure 10). But they have limitations: for a given boundary segments
on a patch, MST generates a new mesh with fewer number of singularities.
However, these mesh templates do not have cyclic chords which we can exploit
for mesh adaptation. Therefore, it is very challenging to adapt a MST patch
without introducing additional singularities. These new singularities would
allow adaptation and control of the maximum distortion of elements. Here
we extend an N-sided MST by subdividing it into N + 1 sub-patches which
will also introduce N singularities within the patch. Below we present the
idea behind αMST using 4-sided patch, but this concept is applicable to
other templates as well.

Figure 11a illustrates an abstract 4-sided αMST patch. Figure 11b shows
a patch which we need to adapt. First, we extract its boundary as shown
in Figure 11c and arrange the boundary edges in a counter-clockwise di-
rection. Thereafter, we select four nodes from the boundary such that the
opposite sides of a quadrilateral have same number of boundary edges (It is
an essential condition for obtaining singularity-free quadrilateral elements in
a patch.). These four nodes correspond to the four corners of the abstract
patch. Now we move the four corners inside the domain and create one core
and four 4-sided transitional patches surrounding the core. In addition, there
are also four bridges which connect the core with the boundary of the patch.
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(a) A patch containing singularities. (b) Patch after MST operation.

Figure 10: An example of standard MST operation applied to a patch.

In this manner, a patch is subdivided into five sub-patches. Improvement,
refinement, and simplification are controlled by how the core is discretized.
Each sub-patch is remeshed with the standard MST, therefore, we can pro-
vide a lower bound on the number of singularities in the patch. Figure 11d
shows the results of mapping the template in the physical domain. To im-
prove the quality of elements near the patch boundary, we apply Mesquite
optimization and the result is shown in Figure 11e. Any modification in the
core influences elements only in the core and the transitional patches; it has
no effect outside the patch.

Figure 12 shows edge flows in both standard and αMST templates. An
edge flow diagram indicates how the boundaries are split for generating quad
mesh topology.

• Improvement: The boundary of the core is given the same number
of nodes as the patch boundary (Figure 13a).
• Refinement: The boundary of the core is discretized with more nodes

than the patch boundary (Figure 13b).
• Simplification: The boundary of the core is discretized with less nodes

than the patch boundary (Figure 13c).

With this method, the core is discretized with desired number of quadrilateral
elements and transitional sub-patches are discretized with a fewer number
of singularities to accommodate all-quads elements. It should be noted that
the number of singularities in each transitional patch is close to the theoret-
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(a) An abstract patch.

(b) A patch in a
quad mesh.

(c) An empty
patch.

(d) Remesh the
patch.

(e) Optimize the
patch.

Figure 11: The concept behind α MST.

ical least number, however the patch itself may have more singularities. In
practice, after applying MST on each of the N+1 sub-patches, we also apply
the standard MST over the entire patch and it usually eliminates additional
singularities.

5.2. Generating cyclic chord

A cyclic chord provides many advantages in quadmesh adaptation [11].
When these chords are refined, they do not introduce new singularities and
if they are simple, removing them is easy. Moreover, removal of a simple
cyclic chord which is sandwiched between two simple cyclic chords also does
not introduce new singularities. Unfortunately, such cyclic chords are rare
in meshes generated with automatic quad mesh generators. With αMST
we can generate them easily. Instead of refining the core of a patch, if we
keep the number of nodes on the core boundary equal to the patch boundary
(Figure 13d) and refine the bridges, then none of the sub-patches will have
interior singularities. Such refinement of bridges will create cyclic chords in
the transitional patches. Moreover, specifying the number of nodes on the
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Triangle Quadrilateral Pentagon

Standard MST

αMST

Figure 12: Edge flows in standard and αMST templates.

(a) Improvement. (b) Refinement. (c) Simplification. (d) Cyclic chords.

Figure 13: A single template for improving, refining, and simplifying a patch.

bridges is a free parameter, therefore, an unbounded number of cyclic chords
can be generated with the αMST. Figure 14 shows the steps in generating
cyclic chords. Figure 14f shows the mesh after Mesquite optimization. Such
chords are the prime candidate for mesh refinement and simplification.

6. Applying templates

The αMST templates are flexible and can be applied automatically or in-
teractively. During simulation, the user specifies regions where high density
of elements are needed. Currently, our algorithm expects the region to be
almost convex and have disk topology. The convexity allows the use of ag-
gressive geometric optimization methods to improve the qualities of interior
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(a) Select a patch (b) Apply improvement
patch

(c) Refine the bridges

(d) Refining a cyclic
chord.

(e) Multiple cyclic
chords.

(f) Mesh after optimiza-
tion.

Figure 14: Creating cyclic chords in a patch.

elements.
From a given patch our algorithm selects four corners on the boundary.

As shown in Figure 15 these four corners determines the position of singu-
larities in the patch. To reduce the total number of singularities from all
the patches we should be able to merge singularities from the neighbouring
patches without increasing them. Unfortunately, it is not easy to do unless
every patch places these four nodes optimally. However, the optimal selection
of these four corners is a complex problem and requires global optimization.
For simplicity and without loss of generality, we pick the first node randomly
and detremine remaining three nodes so that the patch produces no interior
singularities and then apply αMST.

If the objective is to improve, refine, or simplify the entire mesh, then
Figure 16b shows one way in which large circular patches are automatically
selected using the medial axis of the domain. However, patches can also be
created using Voronoi, or convex mesh decomposition algorithms.

After applying αMST to a patch, there may be many singularities on the
periphery of the patch. Therefore, after adapting all the patches, we apply
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standard MST operations to the final mesh to reduce the singularities and
then perform global optimization using Mesquite software.

a: Improvement ↓ b: Refinement ↓ c: Simplification ↓

Figure 15: A simple example of αMST applied to a disk.

7. Surface Quadrangulation with aligned α-MST template core

The α-MST templates are combinatorial and do not depend on how
patches are embedded in space. Therefore, they can be easily applied to
3D surface quad meshes. However, while applying these templates in 3D,
two additional issues must be considered:
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(a) The medial axis (b) Medial Circles

Figure 16: Medial circles can be used as patches.

1. The quadrilateral elements must not overlap (this could occur in regions
of high curvature).

2. The mesh edges should preferably be aligned along the principal curva-
ture directions.

The first issue can be resolved using classical surface parameterization
techniques. With this method, we decompose the 3D geometric model into
a small number of patches that can be mapped to a 2D disc. There is
significant literature and many open-source software to decompose a model
into compact topological disks (i.e. Euler characteristic = 1). In addition,
these disks must allow bijective mapping between 3D and 2D space. Figure
17 shows one example in which a model is decomposed into such charts using
Metis graph partitioning algorithm and then each patch is mapped to UV
space. Such mappings are not unique and thefore different methods have
distinct characteristics. In our experiments, we have used shape preserving
mappings [37] and least square conformal mappings [22]. A open-source libigl
[18] software provides implementations of these algorithms.

For the second issue, there are known methods to calculate the prin-
cipal curvature directions over a triangle mesh [29]. However, we use an
implementation of N-RoSy field algorithm which is available in libigl library
[18]. An example of such a field is shown in Figure 18. In a well-structured
quadrilateral mesh, alignment of mesh edges along the curvature lines is often
preferred. Since very often not all quad edges can be perfectly aligned, this
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Figure 17: αMST templates can be applied over flattened patches to improve surface quad
mesh.

problem is posed as an optimization problem. Edges with strict alignment
requirements are grouped under hard constraints and edges in the less critical
regions are grouped under soft constraints.

Coincidentally α-MSTs have one big advantage–their core is completely
regular. This can be exploited to align all the elements in the core in the
most preferred direction (instead of aligning each element individually). This
necessitates choosing appropriate size of patches and selecting their corners.
Even though many algorithms allow a surface to be decomposed into a small
number of topological disks [12], alignment requirements often requires a
large number of patches. Since the corners play the most critical role in
maximum distortion of elements in the physical space, we use a simple and
inexpensive procedure to identify them. First, based on the dominant direc-
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Figure 18: An example of 4-RoSy field over manifold

tion, we identify the lower left corner and incrementally move the corner in
the clockwise direction if it improves the alignment quality. The remaining
three corners are uniformly selected on the boundary of the patch. We it-
eratively select subgrids which have a large number of singularities or those
patches in which singularities are clustered. Thereafter, we remesh these
patches with αMST

It should be noted that the α value determines sampling of the surface
()e.g. α > 1 would like the number of elements in a patch). However, it is
not an exact multiplication factor. Pre-calculating the exact number of quad
elements for a given α value could be useful which is a topic for our future
work.

8. Results

1. 2D Results: Figure 19a shows the example in which the input mesh
has a large number of singularities. This input model was discretized
with the Frontal algorithm of Gmsh software. As we can see in Figure
19b, mesh improvement significantly reduced the singularities. Table 1
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shows the Verdict [27] mesh quality after each operation. Figure 19c
shows the refinement with α = 1.5. In this example, we refined only
the large patches. Figure 19d shows the simplification with α = 0.80.
From these results, we observe that refinement and simplification do
not increase the number of singularities and geometric qualities remain
close to the input mesh. After simplification, there may be elements with
high distortion. Such distortion can be minimized with better geometric
optimization methods. In all these examples, we can notice that the
mesh has a smooth transition from the adapted region to non-adapted
region and singularities are well-spaced.

2. 3D Results: We first compare our method with Tarini’s datasets [35].
We evaluate the quality of simplification in terms of singularities and
quality of alignment for the coarsest mesh. Tarini’s quadrilateral mesh
simplification results are shown in Figure 21. Our results are shown in
Figure 22. We had to adjust the α value so that the number of nodes
are comparable to Tarini’s results. In all these experiments, our method
produces significantly fewer singularities while maintaining the curvature
flow lines. Tarini’s results show that the meshes become unstructured
when the simplification is performed with local operators. Since our
method is non-local it is capable of capturing the topology structure
from enlarged space and therefore it is capable of producing good quality
quad mesh even at significantly decimated level.
For the second example, Figure 23a illustrates a triangulated mesh con-
taining 5M triangles, which we first quadrangulate and improve using
MST (Figure b). Next, we carry out a series of mesh simplifications
up 92% (Figures c-f). We observe that, the meshes are well aligned
over a large scale. This substantiates our hypothesis that alignment of
the core in the dominant direction is essential. It should also be noted
that despite some distortion during 2D to 3D mapping,the absence of
explicit boundaries in 3D permits aggressive global optimizations. The
high quality 3D meshes obtained are a testimony of this claim.

9. Conclusion and future work

There are different methods available today for localized quadrilateral
mesh adaptations, namely improvement, refinement, and simplifications. In
this work, we have shown that all these can be carried out very efficiently
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a: Input Model b: Simplification

c: Improvement d: Refinement

Figure 19: Mesh adaptation results using αMST method.

Figure 20: Input quadrilateral mesh for simplification methods comparisions.

using a single concept, namely αMST, where a single parameter α controls
all three forms of adaptations. Unlike other methods, the proposed method
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Welsh
Input Improve Refine Simplify

# Faces 7601 7789 12087 5612
# Singularities 572 278 602 400
Aspect Ratio 92.79% 96.20% 97.12% 83.48%

Condition Number 99.00% 99.75% 99.96% 99.56%
Distortion 98.10% 99.10% 99.19% 99.28%
MinAngle 98.80% 99.50% 99.82% 97.82%
MaxAngle 99.20% 99.80% 99.75% 96.00%
Jacobian 99.50% 99.92% 99.99% 99.91%

Scaled Jacobian 100.0% 100.0% 99.97% 99.26%
Shape 98.70% 99.10% 99.96% 99.64%
Shear 97.75% 99.25% 99.98% 99.57%
Skew 21.20% 23.78% 16.25% 41.66%
Taper 9.0% 10.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Warpage 99.90% 100.0% 99.99% 99.91%

Table 1: Mesh qualities reported by Verdict [27] software for the model in Figure 19

Figure 21: Quadrilateral meshes simplification using Tarini’s method [35].

is non-hierarchical and stateless, yet it can arbitrarily modify any number
of quadrilateral elements in a patch, while maintaining geometric quality.
Moreover, our refinement and simplification processes are stable, i.e., apply-
ing these operations do not deteriorate the geometric quality of the elements.
The simplicity of implementation and generality are additional advantages of
our approach. Finally, all these operations are easy to unroll if the results do
not match user’s expectation. Simplification, in particular, is very attractive,
as it does not use the dual-chords concept, which although simple, is not very
intuitive. Our method also provides a deterministic control over the number
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Figure 22: Quadrilateral meshes simplification using αMST.

Model Input Quad Mesh Tarini’s Results α-MST Results
Bunny V11020/S4067 V3000/S956 V3008/S153

Gargoyle V11104/S4283 V2060/S944 V2200/S242
Igea V12038/S4205 V3044/S978 V2958/S82

Rampart V20000/S6398 V10020/S3749 V10018/S452

Table 2: Simpification comparision results. Here V# is number of nodes and S# is number
of singularities in the model.

of quadrilaterals and singularities.
The proposed templates are applicable to 3D surface quadrilateral meshes

as well. Since alignment is an important criterion in 3D, we provide a simple
method which aligns patches (and elements within) along dominant direc-
tions rather than aligning every element individually. In addition, since each
patch is completely independent, the algorithm is linearly scalable.

Our method requires additional research in handling of narrow regions.
Currently, in very narrow regions, singularities can cause high distortion.
Anisotropic refinement and simplification are additional areas of research
that we plan to explore. For 3D, chart size is ad-hoc and sometimes, users
have to modify the patches interactively. For complex models, we need to
explore better ways to identify charts which are computationally efficient and
give guaranteed mesh quality.
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a: #V 5000000 b: #V 50000 c #V 20000

d: #V 10000 e: #V 5000 f: #V 1000

Figure 23: With α-MST isotropic elements with approximate alignment span over a large
scale. 25
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